ATTENTION TO APPLICANTS:

This publication contains both employment-related and classified advertisements. It is important to note that ITAG International is not responsible for the accuracy of the information provided in these advertisements. ITAG International is not involved in any recruitment process and recommends that applicants verify the details of any job opportunities advertised before proceeding.

For any questions or concerns regarding the content, please contact ITAG International directly.
REGENCY PEARL 2 (THE PEARL): Fully furnished Studio

REGENCY PEARL 3 (THE PEARL):

UMM BAB TOWER (WESTBAY):

VIVA BAHRIYA TOWER (AL WAAB):

BEVERLY HILLS GARDEN 2:

AIN KHALID COMPOUND (AIN KHALID):

AL SADD Office & Showrooms:

REGENCY RESIDENCE AIRPORT 1 (DOHA AREA):

REGENCY RESIDENCE AL Sadd 12 (AL SADD):

REGENCY BUSINESS CENTER 3:

REGENCY RESIDENCE AL Sadd 10 (AL SADD):

REGENCY RESIDENCE AL Sadd 11 (AL SADD):

AL SADD Office & Showrooms:

AL SADD Office & Showrooms:

BRAND NEW RESIDENTIAL BUILDING AL SADD:

AL SADD Office & Showrooms:

DOHA GARDENS (AL WABA):

WE ARE ALSO OFFER RICS REGULATED INTERNATIONAL VALUATION SERVICE.

We also offer our RICS regulated international valuation service.